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Cheating in examination is a serious problem. Some of the unfavorable consequences includes: invalidating the
testing result, creating unfairness to the other examinees, and producing inaccurate estimate of item parameters.
Several copying indices were developed that can be used to detect cheating in examinations. Recent study
showed that the S2 index (Sotaridona & Meijer, 2003) .provides good promise for detecting answer copying.
This paper presents an S-Plus function that implements the procedure for computing the S2 index. An overview
.ofthe S2 indexis presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In academic examinations, multiple-choice tests are often used because they provide
an efficient and reliable way of measuring an examinee's proficiency level. A serious
problem that may invalidate the test scores is that examinees copy the answers from other
examinees. To detect such behavior, both observational and statistical methods can be used
(Cizek, 1999). Observational methods rely on a human observer to make an iilfe~ence that
answer copying has occurred, either through the behavior of a test taker (e.g., the glance of a
test taker in the direction of another) or through physical evidence (e.g., confiscated cheat
sheets). Statistical methods address cheating by evaluating whether the probability of
examinees' answers being identical is sufficiently smaller than the probability of similar
answers occuring by chance alone.

Several copying indices have been proposed to detect or back up allegation of answer
copying. These copying indices are usually based on the similarity of the responses of an
examinee suspected of copying answers (examinee c or the copier) with the responses of
another examinee (examinee s or the source). Examples are the K index (Holland, 1996) and
its variants-s-K, (Sotaridona & Meijer, 2002), the Bm index (Bay, 1995), the g2 index (Frary,
Tideman, & Watts, 1977), and the co-index (Wollack, 1997). Cizek (1999) gives a
comprehensive review ofdifferent copying indices.

Although the evidence of answer copying is stronger if based on matching incorrect
response than if based on the matching correct response, a lost of information is incurred if
matching correct responses are discarded. The S2 index proposed by Sotaridona and Meijer
(2003) incorporates the information in the matching correct answer in addition to the
matching incorrect answer. This was done by introducing a suitable weight function that
captures the differential information that are contained in each matching correct answer.
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This paper presents an 8-Plus function that implements the 82 index of copying. The
next section gives some details of the 82 index. An elaborate treatment of 82 is found in

Sotaridona and Meijer(2003), i ',' " '\

. )

2. THE 82 INJI)EX

Copying indices that are based solely on the matching incorrect answers, such as the
K and K2 indices, discard the additional information about copying that are available in the
matching correct answers. By excluding the number of matching correct answers in the
analysis of answer copying, it carries an implicit assumption that c completely knows the
answer to item i=1, 2,..., I whenever c and s give a correct response to item i. However, this
is not always the case. An examinee may obtain the correct answer to an item by copying or

.by guessing.

Note that the K and K2 indices are not sensitive to it copier who is copying only the
correct answers of the source. This may be the case when sand c are friends and s shares his
or her answers to c on items where he or she is almost sure of the correct answers. Another
example is a high-stakes examination where c may bribe s for sharing hislher correctly
answered items to c.

The new copying index 82 was proposed to overcome this limitation. The 82 index
incorporates information about copying that are contained in the,matching correct answers in
addition to the information in the matching incorrect answers. Note that as used in K and K2,
the evidence of answer copying is I ifsand c choose the same wrong option to an item, and 0
if they are both correct or their response to an item did not match. For 82 however, the
amount of evidence is I if s and c choose the same wrong option to an item, it is B (to be
described below) if sand c are both correct to an item, and 0 otherwise. The variable B
-quantifies the amount of correct-answer copying information to an item for a particular s-c
pair.

Define the number-incorrect group r=1, 2, ..., R such that examineesj=1, 2, ..., J,
have the same number of wrong answers, and c' indicate the group membership of c. The
number of examinees in the number-incorrect' group r is denoted by J, so that Je• is the
number of examinees with the same number of wrong answers as examinee c. Consequently,
the two-letter index rj will be used to indicate an examirieej in number incorrect group r. Let
Uir} be the response of examinee rj to item i and let Ws be the set of items, of size ws, that
were answered incorrectly by s.

For each examinee rj, an indicator variable Air} equal to I if Uilj =Uis, and 0 otherwise.
The item response of s is index by is indicating that s does not belong to any number
incorrect group r. The number of matching incorrect answers of rj and s, denoted by M rj is
then defined as

M rj =::E Air}'
leW.

For a particular s-c pair, MIj is observed for each examinee rj. For simplicity, Mrj will
be denoted by M when it is not necessary to identify the examinee. Furthermore, let i*
denotes an item that was answered correctly by s, and Ui*rj the response of examinee rj to
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item i". Then, Bj-rj gives the estimate of copying information on item i* by examinee rj. The
value of Bj-rj satisfies the inequality

that is, Bj-I'J=O ifrj knows the correct answer to item i* and Bj-rj=1 if rj is completely ignorant
about the correct answer to item i* (see conditions 1-2 below). The problem is to quantify the
amount of knowledge that rj has on i*. To do this, it is necessary to obtain the probability of
rj answering item i* correctly. Let this probability be Pj-rj. The Pj-rj can be estimated as the
proportion of examinees in number-incorrect group r getting the correct answer to item i",
that is:

(1)

where Aj-rj denotes an indicator variable equal to 1 if Uj-rj=Uj-s, and 0 otherwise. An
alternative to Eq. (1) is using an item response theory (IRT) model (van der Linden &
Hambleton, 1997). A copying index based on an IRT model was proposed by Wollack
(1997).

Given the estimate of Pj~rj, what remains is to transform this estimate into Bj-d. A
suitable transformation function,j{Pj-,,), satisfy the following conditions:

I. j{Pj-rj) approaches 0 as Pj-rj approaches 1; that is, the evidence of answer copying
deminishes as Pj-rjapproaches 1.

2. j{Pj-rj) approaches 1 as Pj-rj approaches 0; that is, the evidence of answer copying
approaches 1 if the suspected copier is correct to an item despite low probability of
getting the correct answer to such an item.

3. Test with different number of options must have different weight function. Letfand!
be two different weight functions and i* and i*' are items taken from two tests with
number of options V and V' such that V<V'. Then it holds that j{Pj-d»!(Pj-rj)
wheneverPj-I'J=Pj-~.

The basis for conditions 1-2 should be clear from the above discussions. Condition 3
arises from the idea that multiple-choice tests with different number of options should have
different transformation functions that differ by a factor that is a function of the number of
options. This calls for a function that account for the probability of guessing to an item as a
scaling factor.

For notational convenience, let g denotes the probability of getting the correct answer
to item i by guessing. Note, an often used value of g is 0.20 for a 5-option test and 0.25 for a
4-option test. A sensible function satisfying conditions 1-3 is shown in Eq. (2).

(2)
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Eq. (2) is a monotone decreasing function of Pj*rj with g a scaling constant. Let M*rj
denotes the sum of the number of matching jncorrect answersand weighted matchingcorrect
answersby examineerj and examinee s. The expressionfor M*rj is givenby

M~ ::::Mrj + LOi*rj .
iO

(3)

In Eq. 3, the contribution of each item to the value of M*rj is 0 if the response of r} did
'not match that of s, 1 if the wrong response ofr} matches that of s, and ai.~ if the correct
response of r} matches that of s. The value of M*rj would be large if most of the incorrect
responses of r} matches the wrong responses of s or if PjQrj is small and most of the correct
responses of r} matches the correct responses of s. The larger the value of M*rj relative to the
number of items, the strongerthe evidence of answercopying.

Note that if there are no matching correct answers betweensand r} the second term in
Eq. 3 sum up to zero and M*rj=Mrj. Hence, Mrj becomes a special case of M*rj. On the other
hand, if there are no matching incorrect items but only matching correct answers, then Mr}=O
and

M*ry=L s.; .
iO

Thus, while Mrj is only sensitive to incorrectanswercopying, M*rj is sensitive to both correct
and incorrectanswer copying.

In reality, the random variable M*rj is a nonnegative real-valued random variable.
M*rj was treated as an integerby roundingit off to the nearest integer. Althoughsome error is
introducedby doing this, the effect is expected to be of minor influence on the effectiveness
of the statistic. A Poisson distribution was assumed for M*rj and the loglinearmodel was used
to estimate its mean J!. Results of a simulation study (Sotaridona & Meijer, 2003) showed
that the Poisson distribution has a reasonable fit for M*rj. Given the estimate of J!, the S2
index is definedas

where m*c'c is the sum of the number of matching incorrect and weighted matching correct
answers between c and s, and e::::2.7183. The smaller the value of S2, the more likely that
answer copying occurred. In general, the S2 can be treated as a one-sided statistical test of
answer copying where the analyst has to specify the level of significance a. The null
hypothesis being that S2 is greater than a against the alternative hypothesisthat S2 is less than
or equal to a. For allegation of answer copyingin a high-stakes examination with the purpose
of nullifying the score of c when other evidence of answer copying corroborated such
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allegation, very small value of a. such as .0001 is necessary because the effect of Type I error
is very detrimental to the refutation of the allegedexaminee.

3. THE S-PLUS FUNCTION

Below is a function written in S-Plus (S-PLUS 2000, MathSoft, Inc.) that implements
the procedure for computing the S2index.

S2.index <-function(k, n, X, sou, sub, v, m)
{

# The "S2.index function" implements the S2 index proposed by Sotaridona
# and Meijer (in press).

#Programmedby: Leonardo S. Sotaridona
#Date: November 2002

#Reference:
#
#

Sotaridona, L. S., & Meijer, R. R. (in press). Two new
statistics to detect answer copying. Journal ofEducational
Measurement.

# NOTATIONS
# k - the number of items
# n - the number ofexaminees
# X - a matrix of response pattern (actual response, not the 0/1). The
# rows of X for the items and the columns for the examinees
# sou - the column number identifyingthe source's location in X
# sub - the column number identifyingthe copier's location in X
# v - a vector of answer keys, the lengthof v is the same is the number
# of rows of X
# m - the number ofoptions

<- sum(X[, sou] = X[, i] & X[, sou] != v)
k-sum(X[, i] =v)

}

# (1) Number or wrong (nw) and number of matchingwrong responses (mw)
nw <- matrix(O, 1, n) .
mw <- matrix(O, 1, n)
for(i in 1:n) {

mw[, i]
nw[, i] <-

U <- matrixtsoruuniquemwj), 1) # unique number of wrong, needed in
# conditioning

r <- ncol(u) # r is the number of groups
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# (2) Identify examinees with the same number of wrong

S <-matrix(NA,r,n)
for(i in 1:r) {

fonj in 1:n) {
if(u[l,i] IlWfj]) S[ij] <- j

}
}

Usi <-X[,sou]

# (3) Computes Pij for each group r

# Usi is the response pattern of the source

dummyl <-matrix(O,k,r)
for(i in 1:r) {

ind <- S[i,][S[i,]!="NA"]
resppl <- X[,ind]

# Within a certain group r, determine the examinees with matching
# answer as the source in every item, note, the correct responses are included

Fl <-resppl-Usi
F2 <-Fl*2

F2[F2=O]
dim(F2)

<- 1; F2[F2!=I] <- 0
<- c(k,length(ind»

F3 <- apply(F2,I,sum)

# Prij
Prij <-F3Ilength(ind)

# weighted evidence is in q.i
q.i <- round( ««m+l)/(m-l»*2.718)"(-(m+1)*Prij» ,4)

dummy! [,i] <- q.i
}

# (4) Reflecting the weight of evidence

weight <- matrix(O,k,n)
for(i in 1:r) {

forO in 1:n) {
if(u[l,i] IlWfj])

weight[j] <- dummyl [,i]
}

}
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# (5) ComputingM*rj (sum of weightedevidencefor all the matchingcorrect items)

65

D2 <- weight
XX <-X

XX[,sou][ XX[,sou]!=v] <- 0

'XX <-XX*XX[,sou]

XX[XX=(v*v)] <-1

XX[XX!=I] <-0

# X is an input matrixof response
# patterns

# source's incorrectanswer is
# replacedwith 0
# just a trict

# source's correct response
# is replacedwith I

# the sum of weightedevidenceis in Mrij=M*ij

Mrij <- matrix(apply(XX*D2,2,sum) ,1 ,n)

# combiningevidence: matchingwrong plus weighted
# matchingcorrect

mwl <-mw + ceiling(Mrij)

# (6) Estimation of the loglinearparameters

ul <- matrix(O, 1, r)
z <- matrix(O, 1, r)
for(i in I :r) {

for(j in 1:n) {
if(u[,i] = nw[j]) {

ul[, i] <- I +ul], i]

z[, i] <-z[, i] +mw[j] .

}
}

}

# this counts the number
# ofexaminees with the
# samenumber-wrong

# this computes the sum
# of match wrong which
# which is needed to
# obtainedthe mu
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#mu is the meannumber of match-wrong for eachgroupr
mu <- z/ul

uul <- matrix(O, I, r)
z:zz <- matrix(O, I, r)
for(i in 1:r) { .

fortj in 1:n) {
if(u[, i] = nw[jD {

uul [, i] <- 1 + uul [, i]# this countsthe numberof
# examinees with the same
# number-wrong

Z:ZZ[, i] <- Z:ZZ[, i] + mwl[j] # this computes the sum
# of matchwrong(plus

} # weighted match-correct)
} # whichis needed to

# obtained the meanmu
}

# Meanmul
mul <- zzz/uul

# Estimation of the meanmu usingloglinear model

N#;;NJINNil/;,NH;'lh'JlJl/lh'lINtJN /INflN!JJ!I!#tJt1//I!### (JNIINtYNt/tiN1/HtY#Nf.?####It'#H#ttNff#t/titlNf.I#!1f:f
ff is an arraywhichstoresthe results of fitting the loglinear model
## ftIP]][ I] is the firstelementof the first arrayin ff3
## pred is the "predicted value" assuming the modelholds; alsocalled the fitted ##

value
IIlllIlIlll!liNN/ltV,','//A'l/ //1l11 /;'liNN//////1//lNI/lil/N////////1/N////1//III///1'//////1/ //#111111#///////11//1//11//1111// //#

x <-u[I,]

y <-mu[l,]

# transform to becomea vector, note that u and mul are in
# matrixform

# Fitting the loglinear model usingthe "glim" function in S-Plus

ff <- glim(x, y, error="poisson", link="log", resid="p")

#Estimate of the parameters of the loglinear model
BO <- ff3[[1]][1]
Bl <- ff3[[1]][2]

#Predicted value
pred <- exp(BO + BI*u)

#reflecting the predicted valueto all examinees

pred.i <-matrix(O, 1,n)
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for(i in I :r) {
for(j in I :n) {

if(u[, i] = nwfj])
pred.i[, j] <- pred[i]

}
}

S2 <- I - ppois( mwl[sub], pred.i[sub])

Out <-list( S2 =S2)
}
# end
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